Negative feedback is a powerful approach capable of improving several aspects of a system. In linear electronics, it has been critical for allowing invariance to device properties. Negative feedback is also known to enhance linearity in amplification, which is one of the most important foundations of linear electronics. At the same time, thousands of transistors types have been made available, suggesting that these devices, in addition to their known variability of parameters, have distinguishing properties. The current work reports a systematic approach to quantifying the potential of negative feedback, with respect to bipolar transistors, as a means to providing device invariance and linearity. Several methods, including concepts from multivariate statistics and complex systems, are applied at the theoretical as well as experimental levels, and a number of interesting results are obtained and discussed. For instance, it has been verified that the transistors types indeed have well-defined characteristics which clearly segregate them into groups. The addition of feedback at moderate and intense levels promoted uniformization of the properties of these transistors when used in a class A common emitter configuration. However, such effect occurred with different efficiency regarding the considered device features, and even intense feedback was unable to completely eliminate device dependence. This indicates that it would be interesting to consider the device properties in linear design even when negative feedback is applied. We also verified that the linearization induced in the considered experiments is relatively modest, with effects that depend on type of transfer function of the original devices.
I. INTRODUCTION
The beginning of electronics can be traced back to the use of Galen crystals as detectors in the first AM radios (later, these rudimentary diodes would be found to be semiconductors). Such devices were soon replaced by vacuum tubes, which dominated the evolution of electronics from the 10's to the 60's, when electronics switched back to semiconductors, a situation that extends to the present day. As such, semiconductors were (and are) crucial for the full development of electronics and the implied revolutions in telecommunications, informatics, and networking that reshaped the modern world.
The embracing of semiconductors in the 60's was justified, in contrast to vacuum tubes, by their smaller sizes, power dissipation and excellent potential for mass production at low prices [1] . Yet, semiconductors had two major shortcomings: influence of temperature and wide variation of constants (or parameters) among devices of the same type. Thus, the adoption of semiconductors for linear electronics depended critically on means for controlling these two unwanted effects. This was ultimately accomplished by using circuit configurations capable of stabilizing the influence of temperature and of greatly reducing the effect of device parameters on the circuit performance. This was achieved, in great part, thanks to ubiquitous application of negative feedback, an approach pioneered by Harold Black [2] . More specifically, in this approach, gain is traded off for device independence and * ldfcosta@gmail.com linearity, often accompanied by bandwith extension and noise rejection (e.g. [3] ). The viable amount of negative feedback is therefore limited by the available gain, and often more than one amplifying stages are required to compensate for the given up gain. Yet, the impressive success of linear electronics is the living proof of the efficiency of feedback in implementing device parameter independency. The efficiency of feedback for this finality, and also for improving linearity, is widely acknowledged in the technical and scientific literature (e.g. [4, 5] ). Yet, few related quantitative, systematic, investigations of interrelationships between feedback, linearity and device invariance are available.
Strikingly, about 80000 different models of transistors have been developed [6] . Even allowing for different applications (e.g. high frequency, high voltage, etc.), there seems to be too many device choices given the uniformizing effects of negative feedback. As a matter of fact, several transistors can be used for the same finality (e.g. audio) which, again, suggests variability of performance. The relative lack of more systematic approaches to quantifying the effects of negative feedback on such a varied universe of semiconductor devices, especially transistors, motivated the current approach.
While a completely comprehensive investigation is beyond the scope of this work, we approached the above problem by considering devices sampled from several popular small signal bipolar junction transistor (BJT) types, mainly for audio applications. Theoretical and experimentally derived data regarding their individual characteristics (including indicators of linearity) when used in class A amplifiers were then obtained and anal-ysed in the absence and presence of negative feedback. Then, by using multivariate statistical [7, 8] and pattern recognition [9, 10] concepts and methods, we were able to derive several conclusions driving interesting implications and possibilities for new approaches regarding the effects of negative feedback for circuit design. We observe that the potential of such results is particularly strong because linear amplification constitutes the core of linear electronics [5] , with a wide range of applications in instrumentation, telecommunications, audio/hifi, biomedicine, microelectronics, and control. Moreover, the obtained results are directly extensible to other areas, such as neuroscience, biophysics, ecology, climate, psychology, mechanics, chemistry, complex systems and networks, among many other possibilities.
The list of results and findings reported in the current work is ample, being presented and respectively discussed in the main body of the article. A summary of the main presented results includes the identification of consistent and differentiating electronics properties for most types of considered small signal BJTs (considering a representative set of measurements and parameters characterizing resistances, gains, and linearity of the devices and circuits), the finding that two linear combinations of such variables are capable of expressing the greatest part of the variation of the properties of the considered devices, the confirmation of the effect of moderate and intense negative feedback in reducing the dependence on device parameters (leading to overlapping groups of devices), the identification of relatively moderate effect of negative feedback on the circuit linearity, the demonstration of critical variation of negative feedback on linearization depending on the type of non-linearity (with many interesting peculiarities regarding the attenuation of induced harmonics in terms of the feedback gain), the identification that the efficiency of feedback in reducing device dependence varies with the different types of circuit properties (with voltage gain being the most resilient), the consequent identification of the fact that even intense negative feedback is not completely capable of erasing the memory of the circuit with respect to original device properties, and a quantitative study of how sensitive circuit parameters (with emphasis on voltage gain) can be with respect to device properties and values of the resistors in the considered circuit. Such results bear several implications for circuit design, and are immediately extensible to other types of devices (e.g. FETs, MOS, vacuum tubes), circuit configurations, as well as other areas.
The present text is organized as follows. We start by presenting the several adopted main concepts and methods (which include multivariate statistics and pattern recognition approaches), and proceeds to presenting, in respective order, the theoretical and experimental investigations performed, obtained results, and discussions. A list of possible further works is presented in the concluding sections. , and a fraction f of the result is subtracted from the input.
II. BASIC CONCEPTS
In this section we present the main adopted concepts, including analogue aspects of transistors, the transfer function of a device, the class A amplifier configuration, principles of negative feedback, total harmonic distortion, multivariate statistical and pattern recognition concepts and methods for data analysis.
A. Negative feedback
The typical operation of feedback in an amplifier is shown in Figure 1 . A feedback signal x f is subtracted from the input signal x i . The result (or 'error'), x a , is amplified according to a transfer function g(x a ), defining the output signal x o = g(x a ). This output signal is then used as feedback x f = f x o for the input signal [3] . Therefore, it follows that x o = g(xi − f x o ). The total amplification of the circuit with feedback can be written as
For a linear transfer function, g(x a ) = Ax a and the amplification is given by
In Figure 2 we show the common emitter amplifier configuration used in the current work. The total amplification of this circuit is defined as
In Appendix A we show how to write A 
Therefore, the amplification of the circuit with feedback is influenced by β and r o . In the absence of feedback, R e = 0, and the amplification is
We can associate Equation 4 with the general expression of a feedback circuit, provided by Equation 2. This is done by replacing A f and A in Equation 2 by their respective values, A f c and A c , for the considered circuit. In appendix A we show that this results in
Value f (also known as feedback gain) represents the fraction of output returned as input to the transistor. The actual amount of feedback used in the circuit is given by f A c , that is,
Thus, increasing R e or R c , or decreasing R b , lead to higher values of feedback.
. Two-(a) and three-terminal (b) configurations typically used to model relationships between properties in electrical and electronic devices.
Other properties of the circuit, such as the output and input resistances, can also be analytically obtained. In addition, we can also calculate the sensitivity of the voltage gain with respect to different properties of the transistor and the circuit. The sensitivity of a variable y relative to the variation of another variable x is defined as [3] S y (x) = x y dy dx .
In Appendix A we derive equations for the sensitivity of the gain A f c with respect to β, r o and A c . In Table I we present a summary of all obtained equations relating device and circuit parameters.
B. Transfer functions
Given a (linear or non-linear) device represented as an analog system, its operation can be understood in terms of its characteristic curve and surface relating input and output. In the current work, we use the 2-and 3-terminal representations of devices, as illustrated in Figure 3 . The former can be used to represent the relationship between electrical quantities (e.g. current and voltage) of a 2-terminal device, and the latter is inherently suitable to represent amplifying devices (e.g. transistors, vacuum tubes) and circuits (e.g. the common emitter class A amplifying stage).
In the case of the 2-terminal representation (shown in Figure 3 (a)), we can relate current I and voltage V through the expressions V = f 1 (I) or I = f 2 (V ), where f 1 and f 2 are denominated transfer functions. Figure 4 shows the kind of transfer function f 2 typically obtained for Silicon diodes.
The output behaviour of 3-terminal devices (illustrated in Figure 3(b) ), i.e. V 2 or I 2 , can be expressed by using any of the following four alternative relationships [3, 5, 11] : 
Each of these mappings can be understood as a twodimensional scalar field, which can be restricted by imposing some constraint relating the two output variables (e.g. a load line I 2 = g(V 2 )), giving rise to a respective transfer function directly relating the output variable in terms of just one of the input variables (e.g.
) in the case of the previous example). The next section provides examples of such transfer functions.
C. Transistors
Transistors are 3-terminal (emitter, base, collector) devices aimed at switching or linear applications [5] . Bipolar junction devices (BJTs) can be of NPN or PNP types, but in the current work we will be limited to the former case. Typically, in amplifying configurations the base-emitter junction is forward biased, while the basecollector junction is reversely biased. Figure 5 shows an NPN BJT and the currents and voltages involved. The current gain, β or h f e , of the transistor is defined as
Typically, β is large (e.g. 300). The output resistance, r o , is given by
A low value of this parameter if often desired. A more complete understanding of the linear operation of an NPN transistor configured as above involves the consideration of transfer functions and hybrid small signal relationships, as briefly reviewed in Appendix A.
D. Early voltage
Another interesting parameter of the transistor is its Early voltage [12] , henceforth represented as V a . As illustrated in Figure 6 , this voltage corresponds to the intersection of the more linear portions of the characteristic curves of the device for various I b parameters. This figure also includes a generic load line L, shown in red, which constrains the operation of a transistor (e.g. in the common emitter configuration without feedback, such a line completely defines the current and voltage relationship at the output). It is interesting to observe that the smaller the absolute value of V a , the larger will be the variation of I b along different parts of the load line. More specifically, in the lower portion of this line, I b tends to vary slower than at the upper parts. This clearly implies in a non-linear relationship between input (I b ) and output (I c or V c ). Therefore, the Early voltage is closely related to the non-linearity of each given device, constituting an important parameter to be taken into account. Appendix B presents a numeric procedure for estimating V a .
E. Class A common emitter amplifiers
Amplifiers can be classified in several categories depending on their type of operation. In the configuration known as class A, the input signal is treated as a whole (i.e. both positive and negative parts are kept together) by the amplifier, which requires considerable power dis- sipation even in the absence of signal (null input). Class A amplifiers are compatible with a minimalist approach, which often tends to promote linearity, e.g. by avoiding the crossover potentially implied by class AB designs. Figure 7 shows a single stage BJT class A amplifier in common emitter configuration without feedback.
The operation of the amplifier can be described by three main variables, I c , V c and V bb , where V bb and V c are, respectively, the input and output voltages, and I c is the collector current. The relationship between these variables defines a surface, S(I c , V c , V bb ), in the I c × V c × V bb space. Such a surface is usually represented by isolines, or characteristic curves, of specific values of V bb in a two-dimensional space defined by variables I c and V c , as shown in Figure 8 (a). The resistance R c and the main power supply V cc of the amplifier define a load line for the operation of the circuit. In Figure 8 
F. Total harmonic distortion -THD
A traditional way to study the linearity of an amplifier is by estimating its total harmonic distortion (THD) [13] . For a given frequency f , this measurement can be obtained by using a pure sinusoidal function with frequency f as input, identifying new harmonic components in the output (a perfectly linear amplifier would produce no such components), and taking the ratio between the magnitudes of these spurious harmonics (V 2f , V 3f , etc) and of the fundamental (V f ). More formally, the THD can be calculated as:
Because the load is purely resistive, the same THD will be attained irrespectively of the input frequency f . Therefore, we considered a sinusoidal function with f = 1kHz.
G. Principal component analysis and scatter distance
The interpretation and modeling of datasets containing large number of features is a difficult task [9] . A common approach for simplifying the complexity of the data and making it easier to interpret is to project the original m-dimensional data (where m is the number of features) into a 2-dimensional space. Many techniques have been proposed for such a purpose [14] , including Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [7] . PCA is widely used for defining a linear projection based on the maximum variance of the original data. For instance, suppose that the original data contains 2 features, f 1 and f 2 , as shown in Figure 9 . PCA can then be used for defining new axes PCA 1 and PCA 2 , where PCA 1 , called the first axis, follows the direction of maximum variance of the data. If PCA 1 contains enough information about the data, that is, the variance along the PCA 1 axis is much larger than along PCA 2 , the latter axis can be removed and the data can now be represented by the single variable PCA 1 .
More generally, given an m-dimensional space, PCA can be used to define m new variables, PCA 1 , PCA 2 , . . . , PCA m , where PCA 1 contains the most variance about the data, PCA 2 is the second most informative and so on. For visualization purposes, it is common to consider only the PCA 1 and PCA 2 axes in the analysis. The amount of variance retained by each PCA i axis is indicated by the normalized i-th eigenvalue of the covariance matrix of the original data [7] , here represented as E i . This quantity is defined in the range [0%, 100%], that is, E 1 = 100% means that the first PCA axis contains all information about the data, while lower values of E 1 indicates a loss of information. Also, each PCA axis can be analyzed in terms of its respective weights. This is because each element w i defining the new axis defines how much of the respect i-th measurement is contained in that axis. For instance, suppose that a new PCA axis applied to a dataset containing 4 variables has weights W = (2.3, 0.1, 0.4, 2.1). This means that this axis is mainly a linear combination of the first and fourth variables, while the second and third ones are mostly irrelevant for the axis.
When the dataset contains classes, that is, different categories for the objects, a common criterion for quantifying the separation between the classes is based on the so-called scatter matrix [15, 16] . This matrix contains the distances between pairs of classes normalized by the variance of data inside each class. The trace of this matrix, henceforth referred as scatter distance, can then be used for quantifying the overall separation between the classes.
III. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
This section addresses a theoretical/symbolic analysis of the linearity and device invariance properties of negative feedback. 
Function name Equation
Quadratic g = Ax 2 Square root g = A √ x Exponential g = Ae x Third-degree polynomial g = A[(x − 1) 3 + x 10 + 1]
A. Transfer function linearity and THD
Insights about the effect of feedback on linearization of transfer functions can be gained by performing a preliminary analytical investigation of some representative non-linear cases (given in Table II) , which is done in this section. We chose the quadratic, exponential, square root and a third-degree polynomial transfer functions in order to provide a representative set of possible non-linearities. For instance, the quadratic function is believed to provide an approximation of the transfer functions of triodes (vacuum tubes) (e.g. [17] ), while the exponential transfer function is a good model of the behaviour of BJTs (e.g. [18] ). Symbolic methods were applied to obtain the effective transfer functions in presence of various degrees of negative feedback, quantified in terms of f . We also obtained, analytically, the respective THDs, so as to quantify the achieved degree of linearity. The results are presented in Figure 10 , which shows the several transfer functions with the respectively chosen operation points (first column) and the effective transfer functions obtained through feedback for several values of f (second column). The third column shows, for each respective case, an input cosine (blue) function and the respective outputs in absence (orange) and presence of negative feedback (green) for f = 0.2. The last column presents the relative magnitude of harmonics impinged on a pure cosine without (upper plot) and with feedback (lower plot) for each considered transfer function, together with the respective THD values. Observe that the first bar in the frequency graphs corresponds to the fundamental (100%), which is included for comparison purposes.
The linearization ability of feedback as f increases is clearly visible in the second column of Figure 10 . In all cases, the effective transfer function produced by feedback tends steadily to a straight line as f is increased. Noticeably, even the changes of concavity in the polynomial transfer function (last row), are reduced by feedback as it acts in order to promote a more linear response, at least as it is visually perceived.
Interesting results were obtained regarding the harmonic alterations induced on a cosine input by each of the considered non-linear transfer functions (please refer to the third and fourth columns in Figure 10 ). First, it is interesting to recall that no harmonics would be added by a perfectly linear systems, so that a flat, null, distribution of added harmonic magnitudes would be therefore obtained. Indeed, the incorporation of harmonics is an intrinsic property of non-linear systems. As is clear from the fourth column in Figure 10 , the distributions of harmonics vary substantially with respect to each type of non-linearity. As expected [4] , the quadratic function introduces a strong first harmonic component, with unnoticeable effects on higher harmonics. The incorporation of feedback reduces considerably the first harmonic distortion but, at the same time and interestingly, incorporates a second harmonic component to the cosine transformation, which brings up the point that negative feedback is, ultimately, a non-linear operation that promotes linearity! Actually, the overal reduction of the respective THDs is only about half. The exponential non-linearity impinges all orders of harmonics to the cosine, and all were attenuated in the situation considered here, with a substantial overall reduction of the THD. The square root transfer function constitutes another interesting case. First, among the considered cases, it corresponds to the one that induces more substantial harmonic components. Second, the distribution of such harmonics is such that the feedback cannot greatly promote linearity, resulting in a THD that is only about half of the original transfer function, without feedback. The last considered non-linear transfer function corresponds to a third-degree polynomial containing all terms. It has been motivated by the type of non-linearity found in pushpull amplifiers [4] , characterized by a low-gain transition region. At least for the configuration considered here, a strong second harmonic component is added by this transfer function in the absence of feedback. This harmonic is greatly attenuated by feedback, but at the expense of having as a remainder a significant first harmonic component. The difficulties of feedback in linearizing this case are reflected in the relatively small overall THD reduction.
This interesting phenomenon was investigated further by performing symbolic quantification of the intensity of each of the first six harmonics with respect to the value of f . Figure 11 presents the respectively obtained results for each of the non-linear transfer functions considered above. As expected, the feedback acts effectively in reducing the intensity of the first harmonic in all situations. At the same time, several orders of harmonics are introduced in the case of the quadratic transfer function (Figure 11(a) ), which only adds the first harmonic in the absence of feedback. Interestingly, these added harmonics have a very slow decay. In the case of the exponential ( Figure 11(b) ), the originally present harmonics are immediate and strongly reduced with f (though their subsequent decays are, as in the case of the quadratic function, slow), corroborating the ability of feedback in linearizing this type of function. Yet another behaviour is observed for the square root non-linearity ( Figure 11(c) ). Now, the harmonics 2 to 5, which were originally present, decay in a way that is similar to that of harmonic 1 and conse- Transfer function f = 0.05 Transfer function Transfer function 
Signal transformation
Hamonic distortion quently, are steadily reduced with the increase of f . A surprisingly complex situation was obtained with respect to the polynomial transfer function, with the intensity of each harmonic progressing in widely different ways and at different scales of f . All in all, the obtained results clearly indicate that completely different behaviours, regarding how the intensity of each harmonic varies with f , can be obtained for distinct types of non-linearities. In addition, these results also suggest that, when comparing the transfer function of different devices (e.g. [19] ), it is interesting to refer also to no-feedback configurations.
For instance, if a device with a perfect quadratic transfer function (which can only induce the first harmonic) is studied in presence of negative feedback, additional harmonics can be observed that are a consequence of the negative feedback action, not being a consequence of the intrinsic non-linear transfer function.
B. Device parameter invariance
In Section II A and Appendix A, an equation associating the voltage gain A ). In this section we use these equations to explore how the voltage gain sensitivity changes for different experimental conditions. We reiterate that the reason for doing such analysis is twofold. First, in situations where the sensitivity is low, we expect that the circuit will become insensitive to de-vice variations. Second, parameters β and r o can vary for a given device, depending on certain factors such as load line choice or temperature. Such a variation can, in turn, influence the linearity of the transfer function.
We start by considering the resistance values used in the experimental settings, which will be discussed in more detail in the next section, in the equations and verifying the influence of β and r o on the sensitivity. Three situations were considered, differing according to the amount of feedback contained in the circuit: i) no feedback, ii) moderate feedback and iii) intense feedback. The resistances used in each situation are shown in Table IV . In Figure 12 (β) decreases for larger values of the current gain, which indicates that a large β is useful not only for additional amplification, but also for increased invariance of device parameter. For moderate feedback, the sensitivity becomes much smaller, specially for large β. In the intense feedback situation, parameter β has no influence in the voltage gain. Regarding the sensitivity of A f c with respect to r o , a similar trend is observed. But in this case the sensitivity, even in the absence of feedback, is fairly low. Only very small values of r o would significantly influence the current gain in the considered experimental conditions.
We also verify the change of sensitivity for distinct resistance values of the circuit. The results are shown in Figure 13 . In Figure 13 (a) we show the relationship between S A f c (β) and R c . Each curve is respective to different combinations of R e and R b . Markers indicate the parameters used in the experimental procedure. The plot indicates that small values of R c have no influence on the sensitivity. On the other hand, at a certain value of R c , which depends on R b and R e , a sharp divergence in sensitivity is observed. This happens because the denominator of Equation 30 diverges when R c is
Figure 13(b) shows the dependence of sensitivity with R e . For large R e values, as expected, A f c becomes independent of β. For R e < 1000Ω, S A f c (β) is influenced by R c and R b . When R c > R e + r o + r e , the sensitivity becomes negative. In Figure 13 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH
This section reports the experiments performed with real BJTs with respect to linearity and device invariance induced by negative feedback. Several interesting results are described and discussed.
A. Chosen devices
Given the extremely large number of small signal transistors types available, it is unavoidable to select a smaller group for our analysis. A total of 15 models of devices was used, incorporating some of the most popular transistors. Table III shows the characteristics, according to datasheets, of the chosen transistor models (it should be observed that some small variations can be found in specific datasheets).
Two groups of devices -corresponding to types #07 and #08, and to types #09-#13 -belong to families of closely related transistors, varying mainly with respect to the collector-emitter isolation voltage. Three devices with higher h f e were also chosen, corresponding to cases #04, #05 and #15. A higher power transistor (P D = 1000mW), namely #14, was also included, for generality's sake. Model #06 has a higher isolation (V cbo = 150V.). Two of the models, #07 and #08, have metal can package. Typical end uses of the chosen devices, listed in the last column of Table III , include switching and linear applications, low noise, and general applications, corroborating the diversity of finalities among the chosen small signal transistors.
All in all, a relatively representative selection including some uniformity (among families) and diversity was adopted. Four devices were randomly chosen from respective lots. Therefore, a total of 60 transistors were analyzed.
B. Experimental settings
The adopted transistors were experimentally analysed using a microcontrolled data acquisition system. Three processing modules were used, the host PC, a wifi Linux station, and a battery-powered, microcontroller module responsible for 4-channel DA and AD conversion. More specifically, the former is responsible for applying voltages to the circuit, while the respective voltage outputs (V b , V c , V bb and V cc ) are synchronously latched by respective sample-and-holds and AD converted.
The circuit used in the experiments is shown in Figure 2 . The main parameters of this circuit correspond to the resistances R c , R b and R e . Three distinct situations were considered, differing according to the level of feedback contained in the circuit. These situations were: i) no feedback, ii) moderate feedback and iii) intense feedback. Recall that the expected level of feedback in the circuit is indicated by Equation 7 . Therefore, the three Table V we show the main properties of the device and the circuit measured in the experiments. We developed a numerical procedure to estimate the BJTs parameters, which is described in Appendix B. Figure 14 illustrates the type of data obtained in our experiments. More specifically, the space I c × V c , with respective isolines, are presented for a sample from each of the transistors types #04, #07, and #13 in the experiments using no-feedback (Figures 14(a), (d) and (g) ), moderate feedback (Figures 14(b) , (e) and (h)), and intense feedback (Figures 14(c) , (f) and (i)). It is clear from an analysis of the first column of this figure that the original devices present great variation of properties in absence of feedback, as reflected by the straightness and slope of the isolines (corresponding to the inverse of R o ), the different saturation regions, and separation between the isolines (related to the current gain). The addition of moderate feedback, illustrated in the middle column of Figure 14 , promoted an impressive normalization of the isolines, which now have more similar straighness, slope, and separation, as well as more standardized saturation regions. At the same time, observe that R o increased substantially with the addition of moderate feedback. The intensification of negative feedback, shown in the third column of Figure 14 , clearly yielded an even more impressive standardization of the isolines, at the cost of reduced gain and very high R o . It is also interesting to observe the effect of negative feedback in making the isolines more parallel, therefore substantially decreasing the Early voltage.
C. Measurement by measurement analysis
We start the experimental analysis of the transistors by taking into account their average, standard deviation and coefficient of variation values, which are illustrated in Figures 15(a)-(m) . The scatter distances between the transistor types for each measurement were also obtained and are presented in Table VI . A general analysis of these results readily indicates that, in most cases, the variance of the properties for each transistor model tends to be small, implying in respectively compact groups and parameter coherence. This is the case, for instance, of the values of β, shown in Figure 15 (a), which are respective only to the experiment without feedback (recall that β is a constant of the device and does not depend on the circuit configuration). With exception of transistors #04, #07 and #08, all other groups are compact, indicating that each of those models have typical, characteristic values of β. This is reflected in the respective relatively large scatter distance (Table VI) The above results contradict the common idea that transistors have widely varying parameters, especially β. However, it should be always borne in mind that the results in this article are, in principle, specific and restricted to considered devices, which originate from a same specific lot. The average β of each model has good agreement with the maximum gain h max f e specified in respective datasheets (see a compilation of these values in Table III ). We verified that the Pearson correlation between these two quantities is 0.79, which corroborates this result. It also follows from Figure 15 (a) that most transistors have values of β comprised between 200 and 500, which is in general agreement with common experimental practice. Some groups, such as the #02, and #06 present surprisingly consistent values of β. Such a coherence is also manifested in the overlap between the distributions of β obtained for the family of transistors {#09, #10, #11, #12, #13}.
The measurements presented in the other figures (i.e. Figures 15(b)-(m) ) are respective to each of the three performed experiments (i.e. without feedback, moderate feedback and intense feedback). Figure 15(b) shows the averages and standard deviations of voltage gain in the no-feedback situation. The mean, standard deviation and coefficient of variation of the considered BJT properties are given in Table VII . These results are similar to those obtained for β, with most groups exhibiting a relatively compact distribution of values and mean values distributed in the interval from 4 to 16. The average gain when considering all transistors is µ Av = 7.9, and the standard deviation is σ Av = 2.9. The respective coefficient of variation of the current gain is CV Av = 0.37. This result is consistent with the scatter distance of 5.4 obtained for this measurement. The incorporation of moderate feedback (Figure 15(c) ) reduced the variation of A v to a smaller interval, ranging from 1.8 to 2.8, resulting in a coefficient of variation of CV Av = 0.1. However, the distance between groups, as quantified by the respective scatter distance, increased to 16. For the intense feedback situation presented in Figure 15 (Figure 15(f) ) not only uniformized the values of R o , resulting in CV Ro = 0.32, but also increased them by a factor of 3 or 4. The scatter distance was slightly reduced to 1.6. More intense normalization was achieved for intense feedback (Figure 15(g) ), where the coefficient of variation becomes CV Ro = 0.08 and the scatter distance decreases to 0.94, but this was achieved at the expense of a substantial increase of R o to values of nearly 1M Ω.
Interesting results were obtained also regarding THD values. Without feedback, the THD values are, on average, µ THD = 0.014, i.e. 1.4%. Particularly high THD values were obtained for the transistors #15, which are designed for high gain applications. Also, due to some transistors presenting high THD values, a high coefficient of variation, CV THD = 0.986, was obtained. The scatter distance for this measurement is relatively high, being equal to 4.8. With application of moderate feedback, the THDs were substantially uniformized (CV THD = 0.095 and scatter distance equal to 0.49), but the THDs values were reduced to only about half of their original values, including the #15 case. The application of intense feedback did not contribute to noticeable additional reduction of the THD values (CV THD = 0.08 and scatter . Surprisingly, the coefficient of variation remained the same as in the case of no feedback, but the separation between the groups was substantially reduced as indicated by the respective scatter distance of 2.8. Intense feedback had a remarkable effect in normalizing V a to values around −900V , resulting in compact groups except for #10, as reflected in the respective scatter distance of 1.0. The coefficient of variation for this case was CV Va = −0.08. The individual measurement analysis, especially the respective scatter distances in Table VI , provide principled ground for discussing the overall effect of negative feedback on the reduction of device parameter dependence. More specifically, as already discussed, we have that a substantial reduction of scatter distances were obtained in most cases. However, the efficiency of feedback in reducing such a dependence was not uniform regarding every measurement. For instance, the group separation (and therefore device dependence) defined by the Early voltage was quickly reduced from 17.3 to 2.8 with the increase of negative feedback. On the other hand, the group separation related to A v increased substantially with application of moderate feedback. As it is clearly confirmed by visual inspection of Figure 15(i) , where the groups are almost indistinguishable, the greatest reduction of the dependence to device parameters was obtained with respect to the THD in the case of moderate feedback. Though low scatter distance values were obtained for all measurements in the intense feedback case, it can be observed from Figure 15 that several transistor types remained segregated, indicating that even intense feedback is unable to completely erase the memory with respect to most measurements.
D. Parameter invariance
Figures 16, 17 and 18 present the PCAs obtained from all measurements for all transistors in the three main experiments, namely without feedback, moderate feedback and intense feedback. Each group of devices, respective to a given type, are represented by different colors, and ellipses are used to highlight the position and extension of the respective variances.
As is readily verified from Figure 16 , the groups of transistors tend to clusterize strongly, indicating that their respective properties are characteristic and that, consequently, it makes sense to speak in terms of differentiated transistor types. Moreover, this result clearly paves the way to the subsequent, more systematic quantitative investigation on how much feedback can act in promoting device invariance. If the invariance is large, the points defined by the measurements of all devices should merge into a single cluster, indicating that the operation would be irrespective of the type or individual transistor. It also follows from Figure 16 that, despite the good separation between the groups, the properties of different types of transistors tend to present varying degrees of dispersion. Remarkably, 88% of the total variation of the measurements was captured by the first two principal components, indicating a high degree of correlation between the considered measurements. The weights of the contributions of the measurements to the first axis are relatively high and have similar magnitude, indicating that this first axis takes into account all measurements in an almost equal manner. The second principal axis is dominated by the values of R o .
The effect of the introduction of moderate feedback is clearly inferred from Figure 17 . Though many of the groups of devices are still well-separated, the overall distance between them was clearly reduced, indicating enhanced invariance to device properties. The respective scatter distances (now considering all measurements) provide a quantification of such an enhancement, varying from 35.94 to 24.31. An additional effect of feedback was to uniformize the variation of properties also within each group, in the sense that the extent of the ellipses are more comparable one another than in the case without feedback. A total of 73% of the total variation of the measurement data is now accounted for by the first two principal axes. The first component is dominated by R o and V a , and the second by A v and T HD. It is interesting to observe that the nature of these two axes are therefore different from that obtained in the absence of feedback. This shows that the uniformization implemented by feedback is not relatively uniform in all measurements. Figure 18 shows the PCA obtained in the case of intense feedback. Strong overlap is now observed between almost every pair of groups, corroborating the ability of feedback in making the behavior of the circuit in question less dependent of the device parameters. This is directly reflected in the reduction of the scatter distance value of 24.31 (in the case of moderate feedback) to only 3.73. However, such a remarkable invariance was obtained at the expense of extremely high output resistances (in the order of 1M Ω), which strongly constrains the possible applications of this circuit configuration. Now, 76% of the original variance is explained by the first two axes. As with moderate feedback, the first axes reflects R o and V a , while the second axis is dominated by A v and T HD.
It is interesting to observe that the composition of the two first axis changed substantially while moving from no-feedback to moderate feedback, which implied in a relatively small invariance enhancement, but remained similar between moderate and intense feedback while the variance decreased steeply. This can be interpreted as being a consequence of the fact that the moderate feedback is enough to uniformize the several measurements to a level from which further variance reductions become more similar and therefore unable to change the orientation of the PCA projection.
E. Correlation and graph analysis
So far, we presented and discussed the obtained BJT measurements in a single-variable (Section IV C) and multiple-variable fashion (Section IV D). In this section we complement that analysis by explicitly considering pairwise relationships between the measurements, as quantified by respective Pearson correlation coefficients. The results are summarized in Figure 19 , which includes a bottom-right legend identifying its main blocks. For simplicity's sake, the discussion of these results is performed first for each of the three types of experiments (i.e. blocks A, E, and I). The relationships between experiments (i.e. B, C, D, F, G and H blocks) are discussed subsequently.
In the case of the first experiment (block A), we have intense correlations for all cases, except the pairwise relations involving R o . A particularly strong relationship is observed between β and THD, which indicates that higher current gains tend to undermine linearity. The lowest correlation was obtained between R o and A v . The correlations obtained for the moderate feedback experiment are markedly different from the previous experiment, with low values throughout, except for the pair R o and V a , which is now strongly negative. This implies, for instance, that A v becomes less related to THD, implying in a less marked relationship between linearity and voltage gain. The pairwise relationships obtained for the third experiment (intense feedback), presented in block I, are generally similar to the just discussed case (moderate feedback). Interestingly, the correlation between R o and V a is very high in this experiment. This can be understood as follows. In the case of intense feedback, the reference isoline (please refer to the constructions in Appendix B) tends to be the same in all cases. At the same time, the isolines tend to be nearly parallel one another (i.e. they have the same R o ). So, the values of V a will be mostly defined by R o , hence the observed intense negative correlation.
The correlations between measurements obtained in different experiments are discussed as follows. In block D (or B, as the correlations are symmetric), weak correlations are generally observed, with exception of the cases involving A v . An interesting way to interpret this result is by comparing with the no feedback experiment. More specifically, in that case we had intense correlations in most cases, including A v . The addition of moderate feedback provided good invariance to most of those measurements, resulting in low correlations. However, this promotion of invariance was less effective regarding A v , implying in a memory effect regarding this measurement. The other two cases (i.e. blocks G and H), we have low correlations between all pairs of measurements, indicating that intense feedback was capable of achieving, virtually, independence of device parameters.
A summary of the results obtained in the experimental analysis is presented as a graph in Figure 20 . Each node of the graph corresponds to a property measured in the indicated feedback condition, namely: i) no feedback (nF, blue), ii) moderate feedback (mF, orange) and iii) intense feedback (iF, green). The width of the connection between a pair of nodes represents the absolute value of the Pearson correlation between the respective properties. This graph immediately reveals the presence of an intensely interconnected group of five properties, namely current gain (β), voltage gain without feedback (A v (nF)), THD without feedback (T HD (nF)), voltage gain with moderate feedback (A v (mF)), and Early voltage without feedback (V a (nF)). The strong association between voltage and current gain in the absence of feedback was already expected. The fact that THD and A v (mF) also posses such a strong relationship indicates that not only linearity is largely dependent on gain, but also that the current gain in the presence of moderate feedback is strongly related to properties measured in absence of feedback. A second group of properties can be observed in the graph. This group is composed of three properties, namely V a (nF), V a (iF) and R o (iF), with V a (nF) providing the interconnection between these two groups. Interestingly, moderate feedback made THD largely uncorrelated with all other properties. The obtained graph also incorporates the already discussed pairwise relationship between V a (mF) and R o (mF).
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Negative feedback is a quintessential concept that permeates great part of natural and artificial systems. It can be used to enhance both linearity and invariance to device parameters. As such, negative feedback has been instrumental in paving the way to the widespread adoption of semiconductor transistors in modern electronics, which is especially critical given the large variability of the properties of such devices even when restricted to a specific transistor type. So, the achievement of effective linear systems largely depends on the application of negative feedback. Yet, at the same time, thousands of transistors types have become available commercially, even in the same specific application niche, motivating interesting questions. First, if transistors are known to have broad variability of parameters even within the same type, would such groups be discernible as a whole? Second, how effectively can negative feedback make a circuit independent of the original device parameters, and so produce a completely device-independent implementation? Third, how is linearization affected as a circuit becomes more device invariant? The current work addressed such questions by applying analytical and experimental approaches, and several interesting results have been obtained.
First, it was shown that the enhancement of linearity by negative feedback depends on the type of nonlinearity in the original transfer functions. For instance, it was illustrated that, in the case of a quadratic function, although feedback increases the overall linearity, it also adds new harmonics to the signal. A different effect was observed for the exponential non-linearity, with all the harmonics induced by that type of transfer function being readily attenuated as f is increased. We also investigated, in theoretical fashion, how the sensitivity of several properties of a class A common emitter amplifier varies with the circuit configuration, and the results revealed a considerably complex situation regarding the interdependence of the three involved resistors (R c , R e , and R b ) on the resulting properties of the system, particularly voltage gain. This corroborates the fact that linear design is a particularly challenging endeavour since the operation of the circuit will critically depend on the combined effect of the chosen components. With this respect, we emphasise the potential of modern concepts and methods from multivariate statistics and artificial intelligence as a means to be tried for the optimised design of such circuits.
As a matter of fact, concepts from these areas, especially principal component analysis [7] , pattern recognition [9] , and complex networks [20] , have been applied in the experimental section of this work as a means to investigate further the effects of feedback regarding parameter independence and linearization of transfer functions. This has been done by first choosing a set of representative small signal transistors types, and inferring the respective parameters (individually or in a common emitter amplifier), characteristic and transfer functions by using a microcontrolled experimental setting. Three main experiments have been performed: (a) absence of feedback; (b) moderate feedback; and (c) intense feedback. Several important properties of devices and circuits were inferred from measurements of current gain, voltage gain, input and output resistance, Early voltage and THD. These parameters are directly related to the performance of the circuit regarding several of its properties, including linearity. The first surprising experimental result was obtained by considering the distribution of such measurements individually, in terms of averages and variations, as well as jointly, by using PCA. It has been shown, for the no-feedback case, that the great majority of the several (15) transistors types have well-defined features that discriminate them into clearly segregated groups. This tends to justify the existence of so many different transistors types, even in a same application niche. The incorporation of moderate feedback tended to bring the transistors groups closer one another, but good separation was preserved among several of the considered types. However, the effect on linearization was moderate, corresponding to an improvement of about half in the respective THDs. The implementation of intense negative feedback globally reduced the separation between transistors groups, confirming the ability of such a mechanism to promote device parameter invariance. However, several groups remained separated, suggesting that even intense negative feedback is unable to provide perfect device invariance. This suggests that, even in presence of intense negative feedback, the circuit will still preserve a "memory" of certain device properties. Therefore, it could be interesting to consider the properties of types of transistors (or even of individual devices) at the design stage. In addition, the normalization induced by feedback took place with varying efficiency regarding the several considered measurements. Interestingly, the intensification of negative feedback did not tend to enhance the linearity much further. Complementary findings were provided by the subsequent analysis of pairwise measurements and, especially, by deriving a graph representation from such relationships. In addition to confirming many of the above conclusions, such an investigation allowed the more in depth understanding of how the measurements are related in the three considered experiments.
In addition to the results and findings summarized above, the current work also provides an objective revision of the several involved aspects and includes the analytical derivation, through a small signal hybrid model, of the main circuit properties and sensitivities, which helped in the investigation and interpretation of the obtained results.
It should be reminded that the results presented in this work are specific to the considered devices, circuit types and configurations. The extension of such findings to other situations is not immediate and constitutes subject of further related investigations. At the same time, the significance of the obtained results can be readily gauged by the many derived prospects for future investigation. For instance, the identification of consistent, discriminating properties of transistors types and families justifies the application of the adopted, as well as additional, multivariate statistics and pattern recognition methods for the analysis of more types of devices and circuit configurations. Not less important is the fact that even very intense feedback levels can be unable to erase the "memory" of the circuit with respect to some of the device parameters. Therefore, it could be interesting to consider specific parameters of transistors and other devices during the design and implementation stages of several linear circuits. The great complexity of interdependence between circuit parameters and components, not to mention the varying effects of negative feedback depending on the type of non-linearity, also motivates the development and adoption of complex systems and artificial intelligence concepts and methods for design and analysis of linear systems. Another intriguing possibility which is being developed by the authors is to investigate situations analogue to those reported here with respect to other areas, such as complex networks [20, 21] . More specifically, it would be interesting to investigate how negative (and positive) feedback could affect the interdependence between complex networks parameters (including topology) and dynamical behaviour. The experimental circuit shown in Figure 2 can be analyzed using a small signal hybrid h-parameter model [3] . This is done by first considering that the properties of a single transistor, shown in Figure 21 (a), can be cast into an equivalent two-port network containing appropriate h-parameters, as shown in Figure 21(b) . Likewise, we can represent the circuit used in the experiments (shown in Figure 2 ) by a similar h-parameter circuit, which is shown in Figure 22 . Note that we considered h ie = 0 in the equivalent circuit. Using Kirchhoff's circuit laws, the following system of equations can be defined for the equivalent circuit
The voltage amplification of the circuit is given by
Solving the system of equation for V c and V bb and replacing the result into Equation 18 results in
In the absence of feedback, R e = 0 and we obtain the open-loop amplification, given by
Equation 19 can be simplified if we specifically consider the parameters used in the present work. First, we rewrite the equation as
According to the values presented in Table VII , we have that, on average, βr o = 449 * 14822 = 6655078 Ω. On the other hand, the maximum value among all considered circuit resistances and feedback situations is M p = max{R b , R c , R e , r e } = 32640 Ω. Since βr o >> M p , we can consider that M p /(βr o ) ≈ 0. Therefore, the amplification can be approximated as
It is also possible to associate Equation 19 with the general expression of a feedback circuit, provided by Equation 2. This is done by replacing A f and A in Equation 2 by their respective values, A The output resistance of the circuit, R o = V c /I c can be found by setting V bb = 0 in the equivalent h-parameter model of the circuit. In other words, the input becomes short-circuited. Equations 13 to 16 can then be used to find
This equation can be rewritten as
If βr o >> R b , we have that
In a similar fashion, the input resistance, R i = V bb /I b , is found by setting V c = 0 and solving the system of equations for V bb and I b , giving Finding a representative and practical estimation of the transistor parameters (R o , β and V a ) is an important task. While some datasheets traditionally present the transistors parameters in terms of average, maximum and minimum, the transistor parameters can vary substantially depending on the circuit configuration space (I c × V c × V bb ) [22] , which complicates the estimation of the parameters. We developed a method to estimate the representative parameters of a transistor, in which we employed the Early Voltage (see Section II D) as a measurement of configuration stability, i.e. we try to identify the V bb interval where V a is more stable. This section describes this methodology.
To estimate the early voltage, we start by considering all the isolines (corresponding to constant V bb ) obtained experimentally for a transistor. For each isoline, the Early voltage V a (V bb ) is estimated by applying Least Squares Method [23] along its last 100 data points. This constraint is necessary in order to avoid the non-linear saturation region. Because this estimation is still susceptive to noise, we improve the signal-noise ratio of V a (V bb ) by applying the SavitzkyGolay filter (S-G) [24] , which approximates the data to a set of smooth polynomial functions. Figure 23 shows the curves of V a (V bb ) estimated for a transistor under the three feedback conditions considered in this work: no feedback (a), moderate (b) and intense feedback (c). In all cases, the curves start with a prominent depression region followed by a fast increase of V a with V bb . Interestingly, this result holds for all the considered transistors, but the minimum attained value V a,min and the corresponding isoline V bb,min can vary from case to case. Since the depression region indicates a region of well-behaved V a , we use the minimum of the curve, V a,min , as a representative value for the early voltage.
Having defined a stable reference for V a (as shown in Figure 24 (a)), a working interval can be imposed upon V bb and I c , spanning from V bb,min to two previous isolines (the experiments always take 64 isolines corresponding to a V bb step of 5/64V ), as indicated in Figure 24(b) . Now, β can be estimated as ∆I c /∆I b , where ∆I b = ∆V bb /R b . This approach assumes small V b variation along the working interval. The estimation of R o can be performed by numerically calculating (by using least square approximation) the slope of the V bb,min isoline considering its last 100 points, as illustrated in Figure 24 (c). FIG. 14. Illustration of the experimentally obtained isolines in the Ic × Vc space with respect to samples from the #04, #07 and #13 transistors types. The columns correspond, respectively, to no-feedback, moderate feedback, and intense feedback. See the text for discussion. In the case of intense feedback, the portions of the isolines along the saturation region were left out for clarity's sake. 
